Introduction
This paper contains the conditions of the stability of the difference schemes for the system of the parabolic equations.It is the generalization of the results obtained in the paper [1] , There are given examples of the stable schemes.
Given the domain co , defined by inequalities x< x <x; 7 < y < y and by 0 < t < T we denote the boundary of by r and u = * u.. xy J xy t Consider the system of the equations N 9u u \ • 9=1 ô 2 u, 3 2 U a lM9 (x,y f t) -g-+ 2a 2^( x,y,t) 9x 9xôy d du, 3u, V . , ^ , 9 , 0 " I-" 4-\ 9 + a 3^( x f y,t) -2-+ 2a 4/iV (x,y,t)^r + 2a^ (x,y ,t ) + a 6M9 (x,y,t)u i + a^(x,y,t), fi= 1,2,...,N,for (x,y,t)£co and the conditions (2) Uujx.y.O) = fQ (xty) for (x,y) e cj^,
UuU,y,t) = f^ ,t ) for (x,y ,t )e r* co t , 2 J.Wojtowicz where , a^, f Ja ( ? = 1 ,... ,6; p, * = 1,... ,N; ^r = 0,1 J are given functions.
We assume that: there exists the solution of the problem (1) -(3); the functions f and f^ (¿i = 1,...,N) are continuous in co^ and r« w t , respectively (4a) the functions a^ and a^ ( q = /a, 9 = = 1,...,N) are continuous in cj ; (4b) the functions ^ 9 ~ 1,...,N) are positive in co; these functions satisfy the conditions (4c) ~ <0 = 1.....»). We choose three natural numbers n,m and s and define three real numbers (steps)
We denote x o = X, Vjl' a 9/UV ,(x i ,y i ,t 1 ) = e "jJ x l> 7 y r, l ) = a 7Mi0l' h., = oi 1 h, hu = <x 0 h, where a 1t a 0 ,h are real positive numbers k -k k which shall be defined further: 6 = , = jf » = h~ '
We assume that the approximation of the derivatives is the same as in the paper [1] . Denoting
we obtain, in the same way as in the paper [1], the system of the difference equations Stability of the difference schemes
The numbers <3^, P^ » zy^ aI> e parameters. The error of this approximation of the equations (1) is 0(h 2 +k). The conditions for the finite difference equations are
Let the functions u .satisfy the system of the finite difference equations (5) with the conditions (6), (7) The inequality (17) is a sufficient condition for stability of the difference scheme. We can see that the inequalities (9) -(15) are sufficient conditions for stability of the difference scheme. Because the set C is not empty, we assume that fi is an arbitrary number which belongs to set C. Hence, fi belongs to all sets C^ and consequently it belongs t0 V °r V °r C 3MV
The condition (52) from Theorem 1 in [lj is equivalent to condition that the set , is not empty. Similarly the condition (57) in [1] is equivalent to condition that the set Cg^ is not empty and (62), (63) that the set ^ is not empty. Hence, we obtain that the number fi fulfills the conditions of the theorems 1,2,3 in [l] , for all fi t ) = 1,...,N. Hence, the inequalities (10) - (15) 
O-^V and assume that for every pair fi,<! the number q can be choosen in such a way that if the number j3 e F belong to the set P ... then o = p. Under these assumptions there exists a stable scheme for system (1). Proof. The set F being not empty, there exists a number jl e P and for fixed indexes fi, ^ it belongs to
